Development of a generic framework for estimation and implementation of discrete choice
models using multiple data sources
Problem description
When estimating and implementing discrete choice models to be used in strategic transport model systems, ideally at least
three different data sources are used: stated preference (SP) data for estimation and revealed preference (RP) data amended
with data from the transport model system for calibration and implementation within the context of the transport model
system. In the Netherlands, discrete choice models are rarely found in strategic transport model systems. The two main
reasons for this are the limited transferability of existing discrete choice models from one context to the other (see e.g.
Karasmaa, 2007) and the large effort required to carry out a survey, estimate and calibrate discrete choice models and
implement these models within transport planning model systems from scratch. At the same time, more (but often also more
different) (big) data sources are becoming available. Currently, the most important examples of new data sources available
to DAT.Mobility are the Mobiliteitspanel Nederland (MPN, Hoogendoorn-Lanser et al., 2015; Olde Kalter and Geurs, 2016).
Sense.DAT (“Sense.DAT - DAT.Mobility,” n.d.) and BikePrint (Bussche, 2015). For his data to be (cost effectively) used in
discrete choice models within strategic transport models, a generic framework for estimation and implementation using
different datasources should be developed.

Assignment
The assignment roughly consists of the following three stages:
1. Design of the framework. In this stage, literature research on joint model estimation methods, but also on methods
for classification and preparation of the different types of data and transferability of existing discrete choice models
should lead to a conceptual model and functional requirements of the framework.
2. Development of a prototype of the framework. The framework should make use and integrate existing tools as
much as possible (e.g. nGene for survey design, OmniTRANS / ruby for preparation of the dataset, Biogeme for
model estimation and OmniTRANS / OtChoice for model application. If possible, incorporation of existing models
as another datasource would be considered very welcome. In this stage, it is very thinkable that at the start of this
stage, the scope of the prototype should be narrowed down to comply with the time constraints for this assignment.

3. Demonstration of the (proof of concept) of the framework using a case study on one of the different choice
processes in strategic transport model systems (i.e. mode, mode, destination, departure time or route choice).
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Information
When interested in this internship assignment development of a generic framework for estimation/implementation of
discrete choice models using multiple data sources, please contact Luuk Brederode bdl@dat.nl / +31627369830.
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